for Government

Government agencies are among the
fastest adopters of email encryption.
With increasing pressure to safeguard citizen data in an environment of
growing regulatory oversight and increased information security risks, agencies
must act quickly to avoid becoming the next news story about poor oversight.
By successfully incorporating encryption into email communications, agencies
can build better relationships with the public, increase internal efficiencies and
establish a reputation of trust.
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CipherPost Pro is the Solution
CipherPost Pro is much more than traditional encryption – it’s an
information management tool that enables government agencies to easily
protect and control access to their email even after content has left the
outbox. In this age of heightened awareness of data security issues,
CipherPost Pro is a critical tool for government agencies looking to
communicate more efficiency and effectively with their citizens and better
serve their needs.
CipherPost Pro seamlessly integrates into any third-party email
infrastructure and/or archiving system. Government agencies appreciate
the ease-of-use and the intuitive interface, which helps to ease agencywide adoption of the encryption service.
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Key Features
•

Simplified Secure Communications Exchange allows messages to be securely
sent, received and tracked on any device.

•

Data Loss Prevention works with any existing data leak engine and offers message
content scanning and restriction based on your policies and regulations.

•

Large File Transfer lets both sender and receiver quickly and securely share
attachments of up to 5GB through email without overloading inboxes.

•

Regulatory Compliance, Electronic Tracking and Discovery supports privacy
and security regulations and offers a message Delivery Slip, as well as tracking and
discovery logs that show every step of your message from composition and beyond.

•

Customized and Brandable Secure Environment gives your agency a tailored
interface that’s completely secure and easily utilized with existing email environments.
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Value Added for your Agency
Controlled Communications and Proof of Receipt
Lets you delete or recall sent messages, as well as control every aspect of each
message, including who is able to read it and when the message was read.
Data Jurisdiction
Allows agencies to choose in which country their data is hosted to avoid privacy risks
imposed by international laws.
Integrates with Existing Archiving Solutions
Ensures that messages are easily and automatically backed up with your existing
archiving solution.
Cost Effective with Zero Maintenance on all Devices
Utilizes the power and convenience of the cloud in a scalable service that’s easy to
implement and maintain, while securely sending and receiving secure messages from
any smartphone, tablet or computer.
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Learn more about CipherPost Pro®
at www.appriver.com

About CipherPost Pro®
The makers of CipherPost Pro® believe that email security should complement your email, not
complicate it. Our cloud-based solutions for secure file transfer and email encryption work
seamlessly with any email to enable secure communication and collaboration anytime, anywhere.

